2016-2017 Group Work Distribution


Conference Review Coordination

Thanks for serving as conference review coordinator in the following conferences:

1. Xiaotao Gu, WWW 2019
2. Yu Shi and Ruiliang Lv: AAAI 2019
3. Jingbo Shang: IEEE Big Data 2018
4. Jiaming Shen: CIKM2018
5. Lucas Liu: ECMLPKDD18
6. Qi Li: KDD’18
7. Yu Shi: SDM’18
8. Yu Shi, Xiang Ren: WWW 2017
9. Jiaming Shen: SDM 2017
10. Huan Gui + Qi Zhu: ECMLPKDD’17
11. Jingbo: CIKM’17
12. Jingbo Shang: RecSys'15
13. Chao Zhang: SIGMOD’16
14. Shi Zhi: EDBT’16
15. Jingjing Wang: ICDE’16
16. Jingbo Shang: KDD’16
17. Jingbo Shang + Ahmed El-Kishky: ECMLPKDD’16
18. Meng Jian + Quan Yuan: RecSys2016
19. Doris Xin, George Brova: ICDE’15
20. Jingbo Shang, Cangzhou Yuan, Chenguang Wang, Xiuli Ma, Yucheng Chen: NIH’14
22. Mengting Wan: SDM’15
23. Chao Zhang: EDBT’15
24. Xiang Ren: WWW’15
25. Brandon Norick and Fangbo Tao: 2015 UIUC Grad. application evaluators
26. Fangbo Tao: KDD’15
27. Huan Gui: ECMLPKDD’15

- Data Mining weekly meeting/Seminar Coordinator
  - Lucas Liu
- DAIS seminar Coordinator (2)
  - Xuan Wang, Jiaming Shen
- Webmaster (in charge of maintain group's webpage, and publish group news, etc.)
  - Jiaming Shen
- Lab Equipment Master and Hardware (in charge of book keeping, solicit requests of hardware and software for group members)
  - Jingbo Shang
- IlliMine Master (in charge of designing, developing, and maintaining IlliMine software and communicating with group members to publish their software programs and datasets, which is required by federal funding, such as NSF)
  - Jingbo Shang
• Group Librarian (in charge of finding needed books, communicating with Prof. Han to book them, and maintaining the record of book borrowed/returned)
  • Jiaming Shen

• DMG Server Administrator (2) (in charge of maintaining group's major server and communicating with TMG in case any problem happens)
  • Xiang Ren


• Industry/visitor Coordinator (3) (in charge of coordinating industry/visitor activities)
  • Yuning Mao, Jiaxin Huang

• Publicity Master (2) (in charge of coordinating our group's publicity, including making announcements, brochures or information sheets)
  • Ahmed El-Kishky, ??

• Social Activity Coordinator (2) (in charge of organizing and coordinating group's social activities)
  • Shi Zhi, Yu Shi

• Evaluation of new grad. applications: ??

• Other duties, such as conference/journal review coordination will be assigned case-by-case

• Research project coordinators:
  • NSCTA IPAN-I1: Lucas Liu
  • NSCTA IPAN-I2: Jingbo Shang
  • NSCTA FTS: Jiaming Shen
  • DARPA: Yuning Mao
  • DTRA: Zoey Li
  • IAI-DoD/SEE: Qi Zhu
  • NIH/UCLA BioTextMining: Xuan Wang

• Teaching Project coordinator:
  • CS412 TAs: Yu Shi
  • CS412 MS-DS (Data Science Online Master in Science): Course Revision coordinator: Zoey (Sha) Li